The structure of interfacial dislocations arrays in low-angle, twin and general high-angle grain boundaries (GBs) of deformed Titanium, at room temperature, is studied by means of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Several families of dislocations of an extrinsic origin are observed in the GBs. Their investigation shows that some of them are residual dislocations, left in the boundaries by slip transmission of 1/3<1120> matrix dislocations, when the emerging slip system derives from the application of two slip criteria. Matrix dislocations of equivalent Burgers vectors that are gliding on other slip planes of the crystals do not participate to a slip transfer prossess across the GBs, but they are trapped into the boundaries, creating new sets of extrinsic interfacial dislocations. There is not yet any evidence for the presence of intrinsic twinning dislocations in the twin boundaries.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of interfacial dislocations in mechanically deformed materials is directly related to the mechanisms of deformation. Mechanical deformation of hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.) metals, at low temperatures, proceeds mainly with the growth of twins through a dislocation mechanism called mechanical twinning. The crystallography, the structure and the properties of these intrinsic twinning dislocations for the principal twin systems of h.c.p. metals have been analysed and investigated by atomic scale computer simulation [1, 2] . These models could be used as a reference, in order to study the mechanical properties of h.c.p. metals during the deformation process. From a geometric point of view, different behaviour is expected among h.c.p. metals. This could be attributed to the deviation of the individual c/a ratios from the ideal closepacked ratio (c/a=(8/3) 1/2 ), which also results in the different shear moduli of h.c.p. metals. Experimental evidence for the presence of twinning dislocations in Zn and Cd have been published elsewhere [3, 4] . HREM studies of the (0112) twin in Zn confirm the existence of the theoretically predicted models [5] .Results of vations were focused in the range of 20% to 40% deformation, mainly because under 20% mechanical twinning is negligible, whereas over 40% the high density of dislocations prohibits clear observation. In the area of 25% deformation, slip transmission of dislocations through the grain boundaries seems to be an important deformation mode in Ti.
EXPERIMENTAL
Thin foils of polycrystalline Ti were annealed for 1 hour at 800°C, in argon atmosphere. The annealing process was followed by cold rolling at room temperature, resulting in thickness reduction of 25%. Discs of 3 mm in diameter were cut from the foils and thinned by electropolishing in a twin-jet Tenupol apparatus,using a standard solution of 480cc methanol, 300cc butanol and 8cc perchloric acid. The electopolishing was performed at 80 V, 70 mA and -40° C. The specimens were finally examined in a Jeol 120 CX TEM operating at 120 kV.
LOW-ANGLE GBs
In Figure 1 a low-angle boundary of a mixed character is presented. Extensive slip is observed on one slip system of grain LI and on another slip system of grain L2. In order to reveal these slip systems, the line directions of the piled-up dislocations in both sides of the boundary, arrays 1 and 2, were examined and found to belong to equivalent (1100) planes of the two crystals. Applying the g-b=0 criterion the Burgers vector of the arrays was found to be 1/3 [1120] in both grains of the bicrystal. The experimental determination of the two slip systems, namely the (1100)[1120] L1 and the (ll00)[1120] L2 , allow us to assume that there is a slip transmission mechanism across the GB that could be described as follows: when the stress field of deformation is high enough, the (li00) L1 slip plane is activated forcing the 1/3[1120] mixed type dislocations gliding on it to approach and finally cross the interface. These dislocations continue to glide on the equivalent (1100) slip plane of grain L2 without any change on their Burgers vector. This slip transfer process seems highly favourable, since the angle between the intersections of the boundary plane with the slip planes of the incoming and the outgoing dislocations is only 0.5°, facilitating the transition of dislocations from one slip plane to the other. This result should be verified from the three slip criteria proposed by Livingstone et al. [8] , by Shen et al. [9] and by Lee et al. [10] . According to the first criterion, slip is transferred to the slip system with the maximum resolved shear stress. Such a slip system yields the highest transmission factor T, where T=(d 1 -d 2 )-(n 1 -n2)+(d 1 -n2)-(n 1 -d 2 ) and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote crystals LI and L2 respectively; iij (i=l,2) is the unit normal to the slip plane and d. i =b 1 /j'b i |, where bj is the Burgers vector of the dislocations entering or leaving the GB, accordingly. According to the second criterion, slip is favoured when the factor Μ is maximum, where M=cosa-cosß, α is the angle between the Burgers vectors in the two crystal components and β is the angle between the lines of intersection with the interface of the LI and L2 active slip planes. Obviously cosa=d 1 -d 2 . Additionally, the resolved shear stress acting on the emerging slip system from the stress field of the piled-up dislocations should be maximised. The resolved shear stress condition of the second criterion pre- diets the slip direction of the emerging slip system. Since in the hexagonal closepacked system the slip directions in the prism and pyramidal slip planes for the 1/3<1120> dislocations are the corresponding <1120> directions [11] , the resolved shear stress need not to be considered in order to determine the slip direction in comparison with the cubic materials, where more than one slip directions are equally favourable in the same slip plane and thus resolved shear stress has to be taken into account. The third slip criterion takes into account the Burgers vector of the residual dislocation left in the GB after an incoming matrix dislocation has crossed the GB. The most probable emerging slip system is predicted from the minimisation of the residual Burgers vector. The third and the second criteria might result in different solutions, since the system that exhibits the maximum resolved shear stress does not always give the minimum residual Burgers vector [10, 12] . The system that will finally operate in our experiment is the one that results in the minimisation of the residual Burgers vector.
The occurrence of residual dislocations resulting from this slip transfer across the GB of Figure 1 was examined. Calculations can be greatly facilitated if Frank's 4-space coordinate system for hexagonal materials is used [13] . In this system the Miller-Bravais vectors can be considered as [1110] projections of the corresponding 4-vectors. The Frank's coordinates system is four-dimensionally cubic and thus all calculations can be performed as if the material was cubic. In Frank's coordinates the direction [uvtw] corresponds to the Cartesian 4-vector [u,v,t^w]4 and the normal to the plane (hkil) is (h,k,i,lA)4, where X=(2/3) 1 / 2 (c/a). All 4-vectors are expressed in units of the magnitude of the unit 4-vector e, given by |e|=(3/2) 1 / 2 |a|. Therefore, no approximation of the c/a ratio is necessary, as it was previously. The rotation matrix R4 can be readily formulated in this system using the methodology of Pond et al. [14] . For greater accuracy, the exact rotation relationship between the two crystals, i.e. the experimental rotation matrix, can be used. For the low-angle GB studied here, using methods developed for the characterisation of GBs by TEM [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the rotation relationship between the two grains was found to be 11.6° around the [14,52,-66 dislocations of grain L2 gliding on the (1101) plane which were trapped into the GB creating the family Β of dislocations, is depicted in Figure 2b . The contrast experiments did not reveal clearly the Burgers vectors of these two families, although the reflections that extinct the two originating arrays of dislocations seem to extinct also families A,B. 
TWIN BOUNDARIES
In 25% deformed Ti very few K1=(1012), n^flOll] mechanical twins were detected. In most of them arrays of dislocations were observed (Figure 3) . The analysis of the crystallographic characteristics of these dislocations, in connection to the deformation mechanism, was performed according to the method described in refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the main steps of which are the following: The orientation of each grain of a bicrystal is determined within the instrumental coordinate system of the goniometer stage of the TEM. This allows the instrumental coordinates of the crystallographic planes and directions to be known precisely. The rotation relationship between the two grains of a GB is calculated from the experimental data. The indices of the boundary plane and the direction of GB dislocation lines are also determined. Applying the g.b=0 criterion, extinctions were found for dislocations in the matrix using the common 1ΪΟΪ reflection and the 0002 reflection in each grain. Thus, it was deduced that matrix dislocations of the two twin elements are perfect 1/3[I120] dislocations. A series of contrast experiments was necessary in order to analyse the interfacial dislocations. Using the 0002χχ and the 0002T2 reflections in two beam condition, an array of parallel interfacial dislocations appeared, as it is visible in the bright field (BF) micrograph of Figure 4 . The crystallographic analysis showed that these interfacial dislocations lie along the common [2243] direction. An overall extinction of the dislocations was observed with the common 1101 reflection, whereas in the BF micrograph of Figure 5 , taken with the common 0111 reflection, only the array of the interfacial dislocations of Figure 4 was extincted. In this latter case all visible dislocations (including those in the grain boundary) are matrix dislocations. As it is shown in Figure 5 , matrix dislocations from grain TI intercept the twin boundary. The part that is in the boundary is aligned along the Figure 4 . Therefore, in the twin boundary two sets of dislocations possessing the same line direction were present. The one contained trapped matrix dislocations, whereas the second were residual interfacial dislocations.
From the contrast experiments it was deduced that the set of dense interfacial dislocations have Burgers vector along the common [1011] direction. The Burgers vector of twinning dislocations is along the same direction [3] . As has been pointed out by Serra et al.
[1], they are associated with steps that may not be observable, because dislocations are very closely spaced. 
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However, dislocations of Figure 4 exhibited characteristics justifying that they were not twinning dislocations: I)
Their contrast is comparable with that of the matrix dislocations, while the contrast of twinning dislocations is weak due to their small Burgers vector.
II)
The composition plane coincides with the K^ twin plane. When twinning dislocations are present, the composition plane deviates from the twin plane [3] . III)
They do not lie along the [1210] direction. Their line direction is parallel to the common [2243] direction, which corresponds to one of the twelve common rotation axes of the bicrystal.
Based on these, it was assumed that they were residual dislocations, resulting from the operation of a specific slip system that exhibited the maximum resolved shear stress. This system could be the (1100)[i 120] in each twinned crystal. A transmission of this type yields a residual Burgers vector of the [1011] type and a magnitude of I bres I =0.39 nm. It should be noticed here that the extinction of both the matrix dislocations and the residual dislocations with the common 1Ϊ01τι/1101x2 reflection supported the conclusion that the above proposed transmission mechanism has operated.
GENERAL GRAIN BOUNDARIES
The deformed high-angle GBs contain several interfacial dislocation arrays of different line directions. Some of the observed interfacial dislocations could be perfect matrix dislocations that were trapped into the interface during deformation. The others could be residual dislocations left on the interface by perfect matrix dislocations that move under the applied stress, since their motion across the GB can take place on equivalent slip planes of the two grains.
In Figure 6a , which is a dark-field (DF) micrograph taken with the 0002 reflection from crystal H2, a high-angle GB of a triple junction is shown in an inclined orientation. Two arrays of interfacial dislocations, (fl) and (f2), were observed. Since these dislocations were in contrast with the 0002 H2 reflection, they could not be perfect matrix dislocations of the 1/3<1120> type entering the GB from crystal H2. On the other hand, they were also visible with basal reflections from the two crystals. Thus, they could be residual dislocations left on the interface from slip transmission of perfect matrix dislocations through the GB. In Figure 6b , which is a DF micrograph taken with the 1011 H1 reflection, an additional array of GB dislocations (f3) was observed. They are the (d3) 1/3[1120] H1 matrix dislocations slipping on the (1100) H1 plane that were trapped into the interface. Perfect crystal dislocations are generally admissible interfacial defects [20] . It was assumed that 1/3[2110] matrix dislocations of grain HI moving on the (0110) slip plane approach and interact with the interface. The matrix dislocations cross the GB and continue their motion on the (0110) slip plane of grain H2, leaving in the interface residual dislocations (fl). An equivalent slip transmission mechanism has operated for the (f2) dislocations. The l/3[12lO] H1 matrix dislocations moving on the (1010) H1 slip plane cross the GB and continue to move as 1/3[1120] h2 matrix dislocations on the (1100) H2 slip plane, leaving in the interface the (f2) residual dislocations. The detailed analysis for the (fl) dislocations will be presented in the following. Let slip be initiated on the slip system (01 Ϊ0)[2Ϊ 10] of crystal HI. Then, the geometric slip criteria can be useful for predicting the most probable slip system in crystal H2, after slip transmission through the GB. For the the random GB studied here, the rotation relationship was found to be 56. As mentioned before, we considered slip to occur initially on the slip system [2ΪΪ0](01Ϊ0) of grain HI and we wished to determine the most probable slip system of grain H2. All possible slip systems of crystal H2 were considered and the results are depicted in Table 1 . In Table 2 the residual Burgers vector, expressed in the coordinate frame of grain H2 in Miller-Bravais indices, as well as its length are depicted. From these Tables the following conclusions were drawn: In view of the first term of Τ being dominant and Τ and Μ having the maximum values, the slip system (1) is the most favourable. In accordance with the third slip criterion, it was deduced that all slip systems yield a residual Burgers vector |bres| = 0.27 nm, with direction very close to [3035] of grain H2. For the other slip systems, the combination of Τ and Μ renders them unfavourable. 
CONCLUSIONS
A mechanism of slip transmission across GBs of deformed Ti, at room temperature, is observed. This slip transfer process was verified from two slip criteria : 1) the angle between the intersections of the boundary plane and the slip planes of the incoming and the outgoing dislocations should be a minimum and 2) the Burgers vector of the residual dislocations left in the GB after a matrix dislocation crosses the interface should be minimised. The criteria predicted the emerging slip system in exact accordance with the experimental data. Hexagonal metals have a specific slip direction on slip planes for dislocations with specific Burgers vectors, thus resolved shear stress considerations are not necessary for the determination of the slip direction of the emerging slip system, as they are in cubic materials where more than one slip directions on the same slip plane are equally possible. Indirectly, it could be assumed that the slip system which is favoured from the two slip criteria exhibits also the maximum resolved shear stress. There was no real evidence for the presence of intrinsic twinning dislocations in the twin boundaries.
